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Who are the Barumbans?

For the Barumbans (the anthropologists must not see this page)
Mission

◦異なるコミュニティに対する自分自身の無理解や，無意識に気づくことができる。

Can-dos

◦話し合った内容を要約し，報告できる。
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Procedure

Table 1

Respond to the interview questions in the Barumban language. You can understand
simple English but cannot speak it.
Before the interview Makeup.
① Learn to be the Barumbans.
• When asked a question by a member of the

opposite sex, keep silent.
• When asked a question by a member of the
same sex, follow rule i. or ii.
Photo 1
i. Say “Rumba” (YES in your language) if
you think that the interviewer is treating you as an equal.
ii. Say “Bal” (NO in your language) if you feel that the
interviewer is not treating you as an equal. (If, for example,
the interviewer doesn’t bother to look you in the eye.)
② Use the makeup and accessories to decorate yourselves in the native Barumban
style.

Flow of the game
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Choose your role and prepare

Volunteer to be a member of the Barumban tribe. About one in five students in the class
should volunteer. The other students will be anthropologists.
□ Barumban tribespeople
9784384335057
(or get together in the hallway just
① Move to a different room with your teacher
outside the classroom if no other rooms are available).
② See the “For the Barumbans” worksheet.

Begin the interviews
① Follow your teacher to the classroom to meet the anthropologists.
② Meet with one of the anthropologist teams for a 3-minute interview (
③ Do the same two more times by rotating clockwise ( Figure 1 ).

Photo 2

).

仮 QR

□ Anthropologists
① Stay in the classroom and form a group of 4 students. Choose a group leader.
② See the “For the Anthropologists” worksheet (p. ⃝ ).
③ Prepare your interview questions for the Barumbans.

Photo 2
Figure 1
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② Move the tables and chairs into the arrangement shown in Figure 1 and take a seat
in your group.
③ Prepare questions to ask the Barumban tribespeople. Your goal is to learn about

After the interviews
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① Return to your dressing room.
② Be prepared to tell the other anthropologists what you thought and how you felt
during the interviews.
③ Join the anthropologists.
④ Take turns sharing your feelings and thoughts in English. (You now have the

the Barumbans and their culture. Remember that the Barumbans only understand
Yes/No questions in English. You might ask, for example:
•Do you eat rice?
•Do you hold general elections?
•...

ability to speak it!)
Ending
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① Your teacher will reveal the purpose of this game.
② Return the makeup and accessories to your teacher and help reset the tables and
chairs.

2

Begin the interview
① Meet with one of the Barumban tribespeople for a 3-minute interview ( Photo 2 ).
② Do the same two more times with the other Barumbans ( Figure 1 ).
③ Take notes during the interviews to prepare for your class report afterwards.

Photo 2
Figure 1
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After the Interview Summarise.
① Based on their interview responses, discuss the Barumbans’ personalities, culture,
everyday customs, religious beliefs, and economic and political systems.
② Choose a reporter to share the insights of your team with the rest of the class.

Reporter’s notes: Reporter’s name [

]

The Barumbans are
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